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Imperalist cinema: The Drum (Zoltan Korda, 1938); Gunga Din 

(George Stevens, 1939); The Thief of Bagdad (Michael Powell, 

Ludwig Berger, Tim Whelan et. al., 1940) and Black Narcissus 

(Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, 1947); Gandhi (Richard 

Attenborough, 1982); A Passage to India (David Lean, 1984); Heat 

and Dust (James Ivory, 1983) 

 
My main contact with India is a daily phone-call from a call-centre somewhere in the 

Subcontinent. Whoever it is, has never heard of my name, and can’t pronounce it – 

(Peter Sellers voice): “Hello. Can I speak to Mr Coach-run, please?” I don’t know 

how they’re proposing to get money out of me, because I always hang up on them at 

once. 

 In 2007, the Raj and its discontents seem a long way away. 

 

—————————— 

 
The Drum shows why the Brits were such successful imperialists – it was because of 

the public school dramsoc tradition. A fellow who could do Brutus or Hamlet, Bottom 

or Dogberry, would have no problem impersonating a starving mendicant on the 

North-West Frontier, which is what stalwart Roger Livesey is seen doing in the first 

reel here. Getting under the skin of the wily Pathan – more, getting into the chap’s 

clothes, learning his lingo, and experiencing his lice: what else did Eton or 

Charterhouse train you to do? What else did it prepare you for? Under cover of being 

a native, Livesey (whose character’s name really is Carruthers), is collecting 

intelligence; and half the pilgrims and travellers he meets seem to be fellow-

Englishmen in native drag, too. When such a large percentage of colonial subjects are 

really imperialists in disguise, no rebel stands a chance. 

 These empathetic and impersonatory skills are beyond the capacity of the 

wicked Pathan, especially one as wicked as the bad guy here, who’s so wicked they 

have to employ a Canadian actor, Raymond Massey, to play him. As in The Thief of 

Bagdad, the older, uglier and more corrupt the oriental, the more urgent it is to have 

one of your own side in the part.  

        The producer might say that’s 

because there are no Indian actors of the 

necessary stature; but really it’s 

submerged guilt – they know no Indian 

actor would be prepared to play him. For 

youthful innocence, uncorrupted by 

political aspiration and circumscribed by 

personal loyalty, you can cast Sabu. Sabu 

is the acceptable face of India – childlike, 

friendly, and trusting, just as all the best 

colonials are.  

 The film’s racism is straight-in-yer-face: at one point there’s even a cut from a 

severed head on a window-sill to a mosque full of the faithful praying. Still, the 

sergeant-major is always careful to instruct the troops about respect for local tradition. 

 The spectacle is terrific, the action sequences first class, and Valerie Hobson is 

lovely in jodhpurs. 
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————————— 

 

Gunga Din was the only film available on the ship Tony Curtis served on in WWII, 

and they showed it so often that Curtis and his mates used to turn the sound off and 

speak the dialogue themselves, to alleviate the boredom. Curtis, it goes without 

saying, was Cary Grant – hence his Grant impersonation as the oil-millionaire trying 

to seduce Monroe in Some Like It Hot (“Eight hours later they brought her up by 

mule!”) 

 However, as Jack Lemmon yelps memorably, “No-bodd-ey torks lirke thett!” 

 For Gunga Din isn’t an English imperialist movie: it’s Hollywood’s pre-WWII 

idea of an English imperialist movie. A movie in which, if there’s been trouble further 

up the line on the frontier, you send a company of native regulars led by three 

sergeants, three sergeants who’ve just been involved in a brawl with sergeants from 

another regiment. One of the sergeants – Victor McLaglen – is, you don’t doubt, NCO 

material; but one – Douglas Fairbanks Jr – is a dapper chappy slumming it with 

phoney Corkney vowel-sounds, and has a posh fiancée, Joan Fontaine, who seems, 

from her hats, to be getting her into role as the first Mrs de Winter. Her name is 

Emmy Stebbings; but that doesn’t prevent her and Fairbanks giving a ball (to which 

the C.O. comes), the week before Fairbanks is due to quit the army, marry her, and set 

up a tea company … 

 Gunga Din is, in short so, completely stupid that the Uncle-Tom quality of the 

poem from it takes its name has its offensiveness blunted; for if you don’t believe in 

the class-ambiance, you can’t credit the racism and stereotypes. It’s the most insulting 

piece of silliness before Dick van Dyke made Mary Poppins, or Brian Cox gave us 

Woody Allen’s version of a city financier in Match Point. 

 Sam Jaffe, memorable elsewhere when asked to play highly intelligent 

characters (The Asphalt Jungle, Gentleman’s Agreement), looks embarrassed, and is 

embarrassing, as the eponymous bhisti, the “limpin’ lump o’ brick-dust” Kipling 

wrote about. 

 
 

 The third sergeant is Cary Grant, and it’s he who sinks the film into downright 

strangeness. Normally Grant plays Americans. When, as here, he plays a working-

class Englishman (as he originally was), he speaks no dialect known to man, and is 

neither proletarian nor bourgeois nor uppercrust, nor London, nor California, and 

certainly not Bristol (which is where he came from). He has some of the worst lines in 

the moronic script, and the way he mouths and mugs them is shocking. The highly-

thought-of Cary Grant, you realise with a shudder, was lost without a director like 

Hawks or Hitchcock. 
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 Hitler loved this film. He liked the way it portrayed how the British dealt with 

inferior races: either by destroying them, as with the Thugee who are the main 

redskins in the scenario, or by instilling in them so profound a veneration for your 

superiority that they were prepared to die for you, as with Gunga Din. The Führer 

regretted very much that fate seemed to have decreed the Germans and the British 

should be enemies; for, as the movie showed, they had so much in common. That he 

should value so idiotic a thing as Gunga Din is perhaps a sign that he wasn’t very 

bright – which we knew … didn’t we? 

 Gunga Din is, for this reason alone, best left on the shelf. 

 I wonder what President Bush thinks of it? 

 

 
 

—————————— 

 

Conrad Veidt was a superb actor, bringing variety and conviction to everything he 

did, even when it was such bizarre and frivolous stuff as The Thief of Bagdad. He 

can do things instinctively with his eyes and arms that none of the other actors in the 

film could do if you tried to train them. Pity that with his looks he only got to play 

villains. The result here is that – though John Justin is very poetic and wiry as the 

hero, and Sabu full of manic energy as the eponymous protagonist – the bad guy is the 

most interesting presence in the film. We resent knowing so little about him. The 

heroine (June Duprez), passive, over-cosmeticised and a bit fleshy round the face, is 

no match for any of them. 
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 Scripted by two people and directed on two continents by about six, it’s 

remarkable how well The Thief of Bagdad survives. For its day I’m sure the special 

effects are state-of-the-art: compare the way the Genie flies over mountains, held 

perfectly static against a blue screen, and the way twenty-four years later the B-52s 

fly over mountains in Dr Strangelove, held perfectly static against a blue screen, and 

you’ll get my drift. 

 You could try and do an orientalist essay about it. The nobly-suffering hero (who, 

after all, ends up Prince of Bagdad), must be played by a Brit. The Thief, though jolly, 

and useful to the hero in a crisis, is, after all, just a thief, so it’s O.K. for an Indian 

actor to play him: think of Gunga Din, where they got a Jewish actor to play him 

(except Gunga Din’s not a thief). If we’re speaking about racism, there’s racism 

within racism: the Thief is, though Asian, highly intelligent – after all, India has the 

benefits of British civilisation; but the Genie, though a hundred feet tall, is stupid – 

witness his habit of laughing all the time even though there’s nothing funny going on. 

So he can be played by an American black (Rex Ingram) – an American black made 

up with a shaven head, ten-foot eyebrows, and a weird grey complexion, so that he no 

longer resembles an American black. They also give him a loin-cloth twenty feet 

thick, which looks like a Rabelaisian diaper (that’s “nappy”). American blacks, it was 

well-known in 1940s, were huge and loveable, but their incontinence made it 

necessary to confine them in bottles. 

 Iraq – a word heard no more frequently in the script than “Mesopotamia”, the one 

probably more commonly-used at the time (compare “Palestine”) – mustn’t be filmed 

realistically, so Bag[h]dad itself is a weird medley of blues, reds, greens and yellows 

– and Basra (yes, Basra!) a uniform pink. The heroine (see above), must be sexless: 

the Anglo-Saxon hero must not be seen to possess the Oriental Other – that would be 

to let the side down. 

 As in The Drum, the Hungarians Alexander and Vincent Korda, with the 

Hungarian Miklós Rózsa as their melodic accomplice, knew the imperialist rule-book 

without having to read it. 

 The extras are sometimes Arab, but just as often Afro, Chinese, or Indian – this is 

a non-specific, multi-purpose Orient, not to be restricted by boring geography. It’s 

based on a centuries-old tradition, unaltered since William Beckford’s Vathek – a 

book which casts a long shadow. Sinbad the Sailor is mentioned at one point, and 

Disney’s Aladdin steals several ideas from it (but is much slicker and funnier): this is 

Vathek mediated through several generations of pantomimes: the East commercialised 

out of existence. 

 But if you take the really sophisticated approach to orientalism – the approach to 

which Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and Lord Byron give you the key – then you’ll 

know that the Orient is a mirror-image of the Occident, wherein a Comic Reflexivity 

of the Self may be discovered. What then of this dialogue, said as a man is 

decapitated: “Why had he to die?” – “He had been thinking, my lord and master.” – 

“Is it a crime to think in Bagdad?” – “In a subject it is quite unpardonable.” 

 How unlike the America of George Bush and Fox News. 

 

Buy Aladdin. It’s much more fun. 

 

—————————— 

 

Black Narcissus is a much more substantial thing, deriving much insight from Rumer 

Godden’s peregrinations and sufferings in India. The entanglements, divorce, 
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motherhood and miscarriage which she went through there gave her more than 

enough for the theme of the book on which the movie’s based; this is (roughly), naïve 

Christianity versus inscrutably devious India – Adela Quested versus Professor 

Godbole. 

 The film’s stunning photography and virtuoso special effects (all the more 

remarkable for being invisible special effects), stay in your memory forever, but 

although they keep it in the cinema history-books, they shouldn’t blind us to the 

subtlety of its anti-imperialist message. 

 The idea of turning an abandoned Moghul palace (complete with erotic frescoes), 

into a Christian nunnery, is five times more comical and ten times more serious than 

anything in The Thief of Bagdad. It’s a trap waiting to spring shut. Although the 

sisters cover up the frescoes, and have other unacceptable paintings taken down, the 

spirit of the décor linger on, and whatever dedication the sisters bring is soon 

dissipated. Their white habits look increasingly wilful, set against the brilliant colours 

of the settings, gardens and landscapes. Crucifixes and statues of the B.V.M. only 

look isolated and foolish. Flora Robson, assailed by memories which have been 

dormant for twenty years, plants flowers instead of vegetables. Kathleen Byron makes 

eyes at David Farrar’s estate manager from her first close-up, undeterred by his 

knobbly knees, and his hat which is so clearly modelled on that of the Scarecrow from 

The Wizard of Oz. When he brings sluttish little Jean Simmons in to be educated, the 

clear implication that he’s had her must have been shocking in 1947 – as with Cyril 

Fielding, his crooked grin shows how the sub-continent’s affected the fellow’s 

morals, and his Englishman’s judgement. 

 It comes as no surprise when – off-screen – Simmons seduces Sabu. “I hope you 

don’t mind my coming tonight,” Sabu smiles to Deborah Kerr, at the carol concert. “I 

am very much interested in Jesus Christ … have I said anything wrong?” Compare the 

sexuality which Powell brings out of the teenage Simmons with the dollywigged look 

she has as Ophelia in Olivier’s Hamlet – made at the same time. You get a bit worried 

about Larry Olivier, and his sentimentalising attitude towards women. 

 

    
 

 India’s profound illogic defeats them all. The nuns can’t adjust to the idea that the 

Rajah pays his peasants to come to them for medical treatment. They can’t adjust to 

the idea of a Hindu holy man sitting motionless twenty-four hours a day within a 

stone’s throw of their chapel; though they have to concede that it would be intolerable 

bad manners to ask him to move. When they ring their bell, huge Himalayan horns 

answer from the mountains opposite, where there seems to be a Buddhist monastery, 

obviously on a firmer footing than their establishment. 

 In other words, the nuns are placed in an impossible situation, by their own 

determination to serve God. India and monotheism don’t go well together. And yet, 
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when Deborah Kerr goes into Kathleen Byron’s cell and finds her, not in a white habit 

but in a plum-coloured dress, it’s a sign, not just that Byron’s going out into the real 

world, but that she’s going crazy. 

 

   
 

—————————— 

 

 “We hope you’re going to help us in our struggle for home rule, Mr Gandhi”, says 

the sinister, monocled, chain-smoking Mohammed Ali Jinnah to Ben Kingsley, ten 

minutes into Richard Attenborough’s star-fucking epic. Two and a half hours later 

he’s the first President of Pakistan, Gandhi’s been shot, and several hundred thousand 

other people are dead who wouldn’t have been if Gandhi had never existed. 

 But you mustn’t say that. 

 It’s clear that everybody wanted to be in Gandhi. There are almost as many 

knighthoods floating about in it as there are in In Which We Serve, the star-fucking 

epic which launched Attenborough on his dynamite journey to the House of Lords. Sir 

John Mills plays one Governor-General, Sir John Gielgud plays another Governor-

General, Sir Michael Hordern plays a Lieutenant Governor-General, and of course the 

future Sir Ben Kingsley plays the lead. Around a table at one point are Bernard 

Hepton, Richard Leech, Ian Bannen, and Bernard Horsfall; there’s Dominic Guard as 

a Young Subaltern, with Bernard Hill as his trusty chief NCO … and what film about 

India would be complete without Saeed Jaffrey? When an actor turns up whom you 

don’t recognise from fifty other films, you feel cheated. 

 

 
 

 Except that Mountbatten (the subject of In Which We Serve) is played by a guy I 

acted with once. He never got so close to the big time again. 
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 It’s a film which moved lots of people, including Michael Moore – remember the 

sequence in Bowling for Columbine, where he interviews Timothy MacVeigh’s 

brother, and is shocked to hear he’s never heard of Gandhi? But it’s a patchwork of 

compromise and humbug, not least in the a-historical frequency with which Nehru 

bobs in and out of the narrative, always at Gandhi’s side in moments of crisis. 

Attenborough couldn’t have made the film without co-operation from Indira Gandhi, 

Nehru’s daughter. 

 The Amritsar Massacre is very well staged and edited. I’m always impressed by 

the shots of the spent cartridge-cases piling up at the troops’ feet. But the Amritsar 

Massacre had nothing at all to do with Gandhi. And the film doesn’t say that five 

Europeans had been murdered in Amritsar the previous day, three of them burnt alive 

 History is always messier when you work out what really happened. Harder to 

make movies about, too. 

 

—————————— 

 

Everybody’s favourite section from A Passage to India is Professor Godbole’s song: 
 

 “Good-bye, Professor Godbole,” she continued, suddenly agitated. “It’s a shame we 

never heard you sing.” 

 “I may sing now,” he replied, and did. 

 His thin voice rose, and gave out one sound after another. At times there seemed 

rhythm, at times there was the illusion of a Western melody. But the ear, baffled 

repeatedly, soon lost any clue, and wandered in a maze of noises, none harsh or 

unpleasant, none intelligible. It was the song of an unknown bird. 

 Only the servants understood it. They began to whisper to one another. The man who 

was gathering water came naked out of the tank, his lips parted with delight, disclosing 

his scarlet tongue. The sounds continued and ceased after a few moments as casually as 

they had begun – apparently half through a bar, and upon the subdominant. 

 “Thanks so much: what was that?” asked Fielding. 

  “I will explain in detail. It was a religious song. I place myself in the position of a 

milkmaiden. I say to Shri Krishna, ‘Come! come to me only.’ The god refuses to come. I 

grow humble and say: ‘Do not come to me only. Multiply yourself into a hundred 

Krishnas, and let one go to each of my hundred companions, but one, O Lord of the 

Universe, come to me.’ He refuses to come. This is repeated several times. The song is 

composed in a raga appropriate to the present hour, which is the evening.” 

 “But he comes in some other song, I hope?” said Mrs Moore gently. 

 “Oh, no, he refuses to come,” repeated Godbole, perhaps not understanding her 

question. “I say to him, Come, come, come, come. He neglects to come.” 

 Ronny’s steps had died away, and there was a moment of absolute silence. No ripple 

disturbed the water, no leaf stirred. 
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 David Lean’s highly professional film (it was his last), commits the – by 2007 

standards – unprofessional crime of casting an English actor as the Hindu Godbole, 

and I imagine that even one as good as Alec Guinness would be stumped by the 

problem posed by the song.
1
 We are thus deprived of the best bit of the book. 

 Elsewhere Lean’s neo-colonialist approach to the famous anti-colonialist 

document makes the enterprise look half-hearted, paralleling, so we’re told, his neo-

colonialist approach to the making of the movie (told that he couldn’t use explosives 

to enlarge the holy holes which stood in for the Marabar Caves, he said “Fuck it!” and 

went to a higher authority for permission). Mrs Moore and Adela Quested arrive on 

the same ship as the Governor-General, which gives an opportunity for massive 

imperialist pageantry before the plot even starts – bands playing on the quayside, 

armies marching past, and so on. The “Bridge party”, given by the Turtons and the 

Burtons to pamper Mrs Moore’s and Adela’s whiggish request that they might be 

allowed to meet real Indians, is vast and sumptuous, taking place in a garden of 

several acres. Yes, we need to see the might of England, for historical 

contextualization; but the point of E.M.Forster’s satire is that the mentality of the 

Brits at the hill station at Chandrapore mirrors in its pettiness and inanity what it 

would have been in Reigate, or Bishop’s Stortford. This is muffled by so much 

grandeur. 

 But the story is moving, assisted by the depth which Peggy Ashcroft brings to Mrs 

Moore. James Fox has great dignity as Fielding, though Lean changes his name to 

Richard, presumably because Forster’s choice (“Cyril”) is too namby-pamby. And 

Victor Bannerjee ducks and bobs so obsequiously as the pre-trial Dr Aziz that you’re 

relieved when, after his vindication, he keeps still and looks people straight in the 

face. 

 Lean insists on an inserted, wordless sequence in which Adela goes for an 

unrealistically lone cycle-ride, and is attacked by Freudian monkeys in a Hindu 

temple with erotic carvings all over it. Thus we understand the sexual frustration 

which causes her to accuse Aziz of rape. But Lean’s inability, experienced editor that 

he is, to suggest that the monkeys and Judy Davis were ever there in front of the same 

camera, robs the sequence of conviction. Exactly what went on in the Marabar Caves 

is as mysterious as why Krishna never comes to the milkmaids: Lean’s attempt at a 

rational, occidental explanation is an imperialist cop-out. 

                                                 
1: Had Lean directed Gandhi, Guinness would have played the lead. But they made Lawrence of 

Arabia instead. 
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 Nigel Havers is much too nice to play Ronny, whose presence, had he stayed at 

the tea-party, would have made it impossible for the Professor to sing his 

incomprehensible song. 

 

—————————— 

 

It’s not until James Ivory’s Heat and Dust, made the year previous to A Passage to 

India, that the cinematically unthinkable happens, and not one Englishwoman but two 

Englishwomen go to bed willingly with subcontinental males. That one of them does 

so at the same time A Passage to India is set may be a covert comment on Forster by 

the screenwriter, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, adapting her own novel. That the 

contemporary Englishwoman does so in preference to going to bed with an American 

may also be a covert comment on such choices. That the contemporary 

Englishwoman is played by Julie Christie and the ’twenties one by Greta Scacchi 

indicates the confidence with which the comment is made. 

 The ’twenties Englishwoman is, 

needless to say, ostracised by her own as 

a result of her (adulterous) liaison. She’s 

discovered when the doctor recognises 

the symptoms of a crudely-performed 

abortion. What is unexpected (or is it?) is 

that her lover, the local Nawab, turns out 

to be a brute, has his title withdrawn by 

the English because of his extortionate 

practices and his links with the local 

dacoits, and leaves his English mistress 

on a hilltop to go to London and try to get 

his title back. There, we’re told (even 

though she’s Greta Scacchi), she stayed 

for decades, and mouldered. 

 

 

 

 The contemporary woman gets pregnant by her landlord, refuses an abortion, 

leaves her boyfriend (and the dumb American who fancies her), and drifts to the 

hilltop where the ’twenties woman, who was her great aunt, mouldered. The 

parallelism is neat. 

 The most sympathetic character, however, I found to be the cuckolded husband 

(Christopher Casenove), who’s a sexier version of Ronny from A Passage, and who is 

seen arbitrating local ground disputes and putting down local riots … doing the 

conscientious imperialist thing in fluent Hindi (or is it Gujerat?) and in increasing 

desperation, while his bored missus practices her piano and goes to bed with the 

Nawab. The Nawab (Sashi Kapoor) is actually a rather dull fellow, and a very bad 

Nawab, with an even worse mother, so that, Greta Scacchi or no Greta Scacchi, we 

don’t warm to his woman’s isolation and dilemma with quite the sympathy felt half a 

century later by Julie Christie, who has only her letters as evidence. 

 Being there and seeing it all helps. 


